
Some cryptocurrencies are more privacy-centric than another. They usually 
seek that at least 2 anonymity related qualities would be fulfilled when 
implementing the protocol of cryptocurrency: 

Importance of Anonymity1.

Blockchain anonymity is a desired quality in cryptocurrency. Although 
privacy and anonymity are attractions for illegal activities, it is important for 
individuals and for the society as well. As now a lot information can be mined 
from sets of big data, networks analysis, corporations and malicious units can 
take advantage of public data. Also, market can be manipulated by criminal 
businesses when there is a lot of public financial data.

Privacy (unlinkability): It should be difficult to link different public keys and 
addresses of the same user; it should be difficult to link different transactions of 
the same user; it should be difficult to link transaction parties.



Various methods are used to improve cryptocurrency anonymity in protocols 
of different cryptocurrencies:

Methods for Anonymity Improvement1.

Transactions mixing:  instead of making transaction between the two parties, 
mixing involves amount splitting to smaller parts, delaying transactions and 
routing them to different addresses. It becomes harder to link transaction between 
sender and receiver. There are different mixing platforms that provide mixing 
services for a fee. This method usually is used to improve privacy of 



Generally speaking, the aim of anonymization is to prevent attackers from
discovering the relationship between bitcoin wallet addresses and the real user
identity information through the Bitcoin network and the blockchain. 
The anonymity feature of bitcoin transactions is by no means perfect.
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services for a fee. This method usually is used to improve privacy of 
cryptocurrencies, which do not implement stronger privacy measures, like 
Bitcoin. However, sender has to trust mixing service as it has detailed 
information about his transaction.

Stealth address mechanism uses a combination of various public and private keys 
that are dynamic and single use to hide receiver’s identity. Modular or elliptic 
curve Diffie-Hellman key exchange is often used to achieve this.



Confidential transactions: a method of increasing the privacy of a transaction by 
homomorphically encrypting the inputs and outputs using a string of numbers 
called blinding factor. 



Zero knowledge proofs are used to confirm that transactions are valid even 
without transaction details being revealed. It is a method by which one party can 
prove to another one that they know a value of transaction without additional 
details.



Ring signatures:  a ring signature is a type of digital signature that can be 
performed by any member of a group of users that each have keys. A message 
signed with a ring signature is endorsed by someone in a particular group of 
people, but it cannot be identified which member signed it. 



Client-Recipient   <----------------->   Provider-Signer
IdR,  hR - bitcoin address

Let us consider a scenario where a bitcoin liquidity provider sells bitcoins to its 
clients. 
If a client pays to the provider for the bitcoin online, e.g., through bank 
transfer, credit card, PayPal, or even Ali pay, the provider is able to link the
client's payment information to the electronic address of the transacted 
bitcoin.
To address this privacy concern of the clients, it is desirable for the bitcoin
transactions to be performed by using blind signatures.

Client wants to withdraw a 1 BTC from provider.

Public Parameters

ECDSA: {EC, G=(GX, GY)-base point (group generator), q-order of EC group, H()-hash function.}
q-defines the number of points of EC:   q•G=0.

Client-Recipient   
Mod. Pai. Enc.:   PrK={p, t}, PuK={N, g}

  Provider-Signer
ECDSA:   PrK={x <-- rand}, PuK={P=x•G}

N=pqt, g=(1+N)pt mod N2 1<x<q

IdR, h

ECDSA:   PrKC={u <-- rand}, PuKC={U=u•G}

Private - Public Keys, Id and address
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_(cryptography)


S must be aware that h and Kx are encrypted using R's PukPai and that it is not modified.
Interactive Zero-Knowledge Proof is applied.  

https://

The recipient needs to prove to the signer that the encryptions are 
constructed correctly by zero-knowledge proof. 
The interactive zero-knowledge proof is described as follows: To prove 
a ciphertext C = gmrN (mod N 2) is constructed according to the scheme, 

the recipient R randomly  chooses  m’ ∈ Zq  and r’ ∈    
 ,  computes  C’

=    
      (mod N 2) and submits C’ to the signer, who randomly selects 

a random bit b ∈{0, 1} and  returns b to the recipient   R. If b = 0, the 
recipient   is required to submit  m’, r’ to the signer, who checks if C’

=   
      (mod N 2). If b = 1, the recipient    is required to submit m’' = 

m + m’(mod q) and r’’ = rr’(mod N 2) to the signer, who checks if CC’

=    
    (mod N 2). The above process is repeated for l times between 

the recipient and the signer. If the recipient answers all questions 
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m + m’(mod q) and r’’ = rr’(mod N 2) to the signer, who checks if CC’

=    
    (mod N 2). The above process is repeated for l times between 

the recipient and the signer. If the recipient answers all questions 
correctly, the signer S is sure that the ciphertext C  is constructed 

correctly with a probability 1 –
 

    .

        
   

  
            

         

After receiving (N, g, C1, C2) and verifying that (C1, C2) are constructed 
correctly, the signer S randomly choose z from 2 to N and computes

1.

and sends C to the recipient R.
After receiving C, the recipient R computes s =k2

-1 D(C, (p, t))(mod q), 
where D(C, (p, t)) stands for the decryption algorithm. In the end, the 
recipient R obtains a blind signature (Kx, s) on h.

2.

Remark. When the client C pays the provider B the amount of a bitcoin 
in the 1-st step, the provider B may know the identity of the client C. 
However, when the client C broadcasts the transaction in Step 4, the 
provider B can only know that the client C is one of those clients who 
bought bitcoins from the provider, but the provider B cannot tell whom 
he is.

Step 4. Later, the client C broadcasts PuKC={U} and (KX; s) in the network 
of bitcoin nodes and miners. 
Each node or miner is able to verify the signature of the provider B on 
the client C address h on the basis of the ECDSA public key PuK of the 
provider. 
Note that one signature of the provider B implies to transfer only one 
bitcoin to a client C from the provider B.
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